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Dear Readers,
the election campaign has not disturbed the normal life of our University.
However, it helped to clearly define the
challenges facing the University. The biggest challenge mentioned during debates
and programs can be described in one
word - students. How do we attract them?
How do we equip them with the knowledge and skills and then put them in the
labor market? However, the most recent
reflection concerned quantitative aspect.
The demographic consequences have also
a qualitative dimension. And this is not just
a matter of simple statistics. Today, we
deal with different people. It is a young,

cosmopolitan generation who has always
had access to Internet and mobile phones.
Immediate access to any information is
a given for them. It is a generation for
whom social networks are just as natural
as the real life. It is also a generation that
has its own code of values and evaluation
criteria.
This issue is all about this generation
which will become a challenge for the new
authorities of the University. On the one
hand, we reach for a new quality provided
by PUEB’s Knowledge Transfer Company
(SPV) which is a pioneer of making education practical. On the other hand, we cannot forget about our roots, which lay at the
heart of academic value mentioned by our
American guest, prof. Alan Freitag, in his
essay. Fortunately, we can still count on
people with passion, both artistic (Above
the Clouds) and plastic (poster exhibition
in ECES building). Thanks to these passions, we have managers of culture and
theater directors. There are also sports
enthusiasts who massively participate in
the celebration of the academic running
(Academics Five) and more intellectual disciplines like chess games.
We need flexibility to face the future
and I hope this future will be bright and
peaceful like spring.
I wish you good reading and sunny,
warm, bright and perpetual spring in your
hearts.
dr hab. Jacek Mizerka, prof. nadzw. UEP
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the bring out
the best in people
BY | dr hab. Jacek Trębecki

An interview with prof. dr. Maciej Żukowski- Rector-elect of the Poznan
University of Economics and Business.
//Jacek Trębicki: A sensational journalist
would start our conversation with a remark
such as „we can still hear the echoes of the
election campaign salvos.” There were no
salvos here however.
//Maciej Żukowski: I'm very happy about
that. It was a good and substantive campaign.
Much of the credit goes to my competitor.
I also heard positive assessments of the debate. I think that the campaign, including debate, was consistent with the best traditions
of our University, traditions, which include
respect for other people's opinions and common concern for the good of the University.
//JT: What is the current state of the University? What is the opening balance?
//MŻ: I'm taking charge of the University
which is in a very good condition, has a great
staff and a good position. We also have a very
good image on the outside. A kind of paradox is
that this outside image is much better than we
are willing to believe. The task at hand remains
to make internal assesments and job satisfaction at the University as good as the assessment made by others.
//JT: Analyzing the University's history
shows a pattern. After rector reformers such
as professors Domanski, Gruchman came
rector “stabilizers”, busily building internal
relationships. Is the approaching term one of
stabilization?
//MŻ: Such a pattern is probably an oversimplification. Yes, at certain times certain
processes accelerate, but you cannot say that
then everything becomes stable. I do not count
on comfort and peace. Internal challenges
FORUM | No 17 | 2015

emerged during the campaign. Relationships
are the most important here and reducing beurocracy is equally important. The external challenges consist of demography, but also political
instability, financial and legal issues, which is
to be expected. Each of these challenges combines an element of risk and opportunity.
//JT: So the general plan is to sort out internal
relationships in time to be able to face external challenges.
//MŻ: External challenges are the point of
reference for what is happening inside. The
most important is of course demographics.
Intensifying competition for a diminishing resource- Polish students. Many young people
undertake studies abroad. The challenge is
political, economic and financial instability.
We are a public university, and therefore particularly vulnerable to the effects of political
decisions. It is not only a question the statutory
framework of our operation and the changes
the new law can bring. They will probably
change the rules of financing. We do not expect
an increase in subsidies, it would be good if they
would stay at the current level.
We will therefore seek other sources of
financing, both part of research- by obtaining
research grants and implementation of actions
for practice and didactic purposes - developing
studies in English and various forms of continuing education.
So no, we cannot afford stabilization.
//JT: In all this is our university. The campaign brought up the fact that it is the smallest
of the state schools of economics.
//MŻ: I do not connect the size to the poten-

tial. Besides, for many years SGH, although the
smallest of the universities, was a point of reference for all others, eg. in the rankings. What is
important that after all the changes we are, as
a public entity, quite fit and flexible. I believe
deeply that we can stand to compete with our
major rivals in the private sector, and we're still
a reference point and a reservoir of human resources and research. We also have large areas
of the reserves in both people- here lies a need
a new personnel policy-and hardware- supporting infrastructure and especially systems.
In outside relations- a huge and still untapped
potential of more than 80,000 of our graduates.
//JT: Let's talk about internal relations. The
university is the sum of three separate states.
Academic staff, students and administrative
staff. Each of these states operates next to
rather than with the others. Which is most
important?
//MŻ: Our core activities are research and
teaching, therefore, research and teaching
are the most important, but students, without whom the university would not exist, are
the most numerous. On the third hand, without the support or assistance of so-called administration others could not function. Only
synergy and effective collaboration of these
three groups can help achieve the success
of our university. I want our university to be
friendly for students, employees, administration, and the community.
//JT: Let us therefore begin from students.
What will attract and keep them with us?
//MŻ: SI've been witnessing a growth in
strength of the students visible in the role of
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We could all use a general positive approach that makes
people generally have good intentions and are try to do their
best.
student government. It is the students that
develop our educational and scientific potential. We have to do our best to deliver on
the promise of good careers after graduation.
Once again, I want to emphasize the friendliness of the university but also great opportunities to develop and build their professional
future. Our chance is also that we do not offer a strictly economic profile of education.
Specialists trained here will always be needed
on the market. We compete with a number of
schools offering a similar education profile,
but we are the closest to fulfilling our promise
to get a job in line with student expectations.
We would like to build a program that
supports the University by its graduates. We
have enormous potential, but we need to put

in place arrangements similar to those already
in use abroad.
//JT: Students, but above all lecturers, have
not found their way around the Bologna
system yet, the division of studies into two
levels still seems artificial. For example,
teachers who are on the second stage are
experiencing painful dilemmas, in half of
their listeners they recognize the firstcycle students, full of hope to deepen the
knowledge gained, but the second half is
the eclectic conglomeration of students
from AWF or ASP for whom basic economic concepts are something new..
//MŻ: This is indeed a complex problem.
Departure from the Bologna system is of

course not an option. Indeed, the second
stage is the biggest problem. It flows from
both the fact that in Poland the first degree
is considered only a substitute for higher
education, and on the other, that only part of
the students is ready to continue their studies in the same specialty. We can only try
to change something at the level of departments. Maybe some attempt to diversify the
levels to more or less advanced, of course
keeping in mind the appropriate number of
students in groups. I would also encourage
students to continue studies on different
specialty. Such diversification extends horizons and improves chances on the labor
market, thanks to a wider profile of education.
FORUM | No 17 | 2015
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//GL: We want to ensure the highest level
of education but on the other hand, it is not
teaching but achieving the next level of
academic career that is the most important.
When it comes to doctorate, habilitation of
professorship, teaching and its assessment
are of marginal importance.
//MŻ: It is true, on the one hand, we are
trying to put increasing emphasis on the
quality of teaching. At periodic assessments
of employee's teaching is taken into account.
Teaching is our financial mechanism. The
higher the level, the better the reputation of
the University and more candidates and students, and thus revenue. Therefore, I would
be willing to go further and create a pool of
jobs, strictly didactic, for the best teachers.
On the other hand, I would create a similar
pool for prominent scientists, efficient in
obtaining grants and managing projects but
not necessarily feeling well in teaching. Such
flexibility would allow people to do what they
do best.
//GL: One of the most common issues raised
by employees is double employment, the possibility of combining work on PUEB with work
at another university.
//MŻ: Strict rules introduced in this field
have been put in place to focus our employees
on their tasks at the University. Thanks to this,
many received a faster scientific promotion.
Today, I would be inclined to introduce some
flexibility into the system, permit access to
a second job, however, under two conditions.
Firstly, the total fulfillment of obligations to the
University. Second, the extra work cannot be
taken at a university which directly competes
with ours for students.
//GL: The third, often touched upon problem,
is the retirement age limit. Retiring professors were often authorities that may have
had a long time giving advice, evaluating and
mentoring for less experienced researchers.
//MŻ: I know the problem, pension systems is also my scientific specialty. We highly
appreciate the existing Polish solution: we
have one of the highest limits of retirement
age for professors in the world, for comparison, in Germany, the age is 65. Employing over
the age of 70 would have collided with other
expenses, for example jobs for recipients of
doctorates and postdoctoral degrees. It is
impossible to combine care for the financial
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condition of the University with systemic employment of retired employees. Of course, I do
not rule out exceptions in individual situations.
It is worth noting that the profession of university teacher is also unique in the sense that
retirement does not mean the end of activity.
Under normal relations a professor emeritus
may still be active - as a reviewer, supervisor,
author and consultant for the lecturers.
//GL: Another important part of the university staff is administration. A typical picture of
how a student sees it is the lady at the dean's
office working with archaic computer with
a historic CRT monitor. This is not perhaps
the best image for a modern university, not
to mention the efficiency of this equipment.
The frustration of this professional group is
therefore understandable.
//MŻ: I am absolutely for the idea that
dean's offices are to be our calling cards.
Creating such front offices should be our
priority. The decisions are up to the deans,
but I believe they have similar ideas. A modern, well-equipped, efficient dean's office is
a key element of a student-friendly university. Motivation in the form of appreciation of
our staff also makes the university friendly
to its own employees. The election campaign showed how much employees identify
themselves with the University. It is a priceless asset.
//GL: What is the vision of the position of
Chancellor? Is it just another name for the
administrative director of the university, or
maybe this is actually the head and representative of the administrative staff? The
third element of the balance between the
university rector and head of the parliament
of the university.
//MŻ: This raises the broader issue of
appreciation of our administration. Even
the name itself - employees who are not
academic teachers- is excluding, as if it was
someone worse. It is an extremely important group, without which our functioning would not be possible. The role of the
chancellor is crucial, it is the role of someone who reaches further than just an administrative director. The chancellor is to
work in close cooperation with the head of
the student parliament and rector with the
best interest of all in mind.

//GL: Do you plan any changes in the structure of the university authorities?
//MŻ: I plan to increase the competence
of the Vice-Rector for Finance and Development - I would like to go back to the previous
name of this position. Part of its mandate
is continuing education as more associated
with creating ties with the business environment. I also foresee smaller changes positions to other vice-rectors.
//GL: From this consideration for the heights
of power let's get to the most operational
positions. Our cleaning ladies, receptionists
and security guards. The people we see every
day, who often are related to the university
for many years, but earn some of the lowest
wages in the country.
//MŻ: I myself was surprised by this information. I think we should fine-tune the
elements of social responsibility of our university. A friendly university should also
embrace these workers. Without their daily
work there would not be a university as we
know it. I specialize in social policy, so these
issues are particularly close to me. Creating
satisfactory working conditions should be
one of the priorities of our actions.
//GL: In our interview, the friendly university
is a recurring theme. Does it mean moving
away from the existing keyword, which was
PRESTIGE.
//MŻ: Both keywords are not mutually exclusive after all. I do not see the need to change
things which are good. I believe that we are the
prestigious University, but we can also become
more friendly.
//GL: Is there a supernatural gift that you
would like to have as Rector? Mind reading,
bilocation, stretching time?
//MŻ: I'd rather not read other people's
thoughts, but the ability to stretch the time
would be very handy. I would also want to bring
out people's best qualities and develop them,
but that's not a supernatural trait. We could
all use a general positive approach that makes
people generally have good intentions and
are try to do their best. I want to develop this
positive motivation. We have fantastic people
we need to appreciate, support and give them
opportunities.
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a GOOD
comparison

by | dr hab. Jacek Trębecki

The Poznan University of Economics and Business has a specific kind of
relationship with the other five business schools in the country. It involves
some competition, but mostly a sense of community and the willingness
to cooperate. This is a good ground for construction of a joint project of
improvement based on the principles of benchmarking.
Four state business schools. On the one
hand, for us, they are a kind of reference
point because of similarity and sometimes
a fierce competition for candidates takes
place. However, there are more similarities
than differences between us. The informal
pact results in the fact that each university has its own territorial recruitment base,
and we also depend on central changing
guidelines and regulations. What's more,
all state universities of economics face the
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same challenges like demographic decline,
increasing competition with foreign and
private schools, and less and less political
stability. No wonder that we see each other
as valuable allies in the fight for representation of our rights in government bodies, but
also in the joint development of solutions
that will help not only to survive, but to effectively face the challenges of the educational market. One of such solutions is a joint
benchmarking project.

Benchmarking solves problems
Benchmarking is a practical realization of the proverb that it is best to learn
by others' mistakes. It literally means
comparison, reference, and it is based on
comparing processes and practices of our
organization with those used in the organizations considered to be the best in a given
field. The result of such analysis is the basis
for improvement. Experts emphasize, however, that it is not a simple imitation. It rath-
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er leads to detecting the factors that make
somebody better at what he/she does and
using similar factors in our organizations.
A set of classic phases of the benchmarking
process consists of:wyboru elementów do
porównania
•
selecting emelents for comparison
•
developing a plan of analysis and
a way of data collection
•
determining the organization that
is supposed to be our model
•
collection of data
•
comparison of data, analysis, preparation of guidelines
•
developing a plan for changes
•
introduction of changes
•
repeating the entire process after
the changes have been made
In practice, there are three types of
benchmarking:
1. internal - finding best practices within the organization and transferring
them to other parts of the organization (eg. departments, unit)
2. external - also called competitive
(comparing with competitors)
3. functional - the sought pattern is in
a different organization implementing a similar function, e.g. faculty,
marketing unit and accounting
In the case of universities of economics,
we used the last of the types of benchmarking mentioned above. We did it in a unique
way in which each of the universities has
become a full participant of the project,
and submitting its data it received data on
other universities at the same time.
I'll scratch your back
if you scratch mine
O stworzeniu wspólnego projektu mImplementation of the joint project has been
discussed by rectors since the beginning of
this century. The advisability of such efforts
was mentioned in, among others, report
carried out in 2007-2010 by the Polish Rectors Foundation “Benchmarking in higher
education system." Framework benchmarking project of public business schools
was initiated in 2012 by the rectors of the
universities affiliated to KRUE. Partners in
the project were: Warsaw School of Economics and the Universities of Economics
in Katowice, Krakow, Poznan and Wroclaw.
According to the principles of creating such
projects, common objectives and concepts
of the project were developed first and then
the main objectives were determined. It was
decided that the essence of the comparative

analysis of economic universities would be
increasing the level of competitiveness,
build the image of entrepreneurial university, professionalization of management
practices at all levels of the university and
developing the best practices using modern
management tools.
Another step was appointing the group
of representatives of the universities participating in the project. The main task of
the team was to determine the areas in
which universities should be compared
and a selection of measures of these comparisons. The project coordinator was the
Poznan University of Economics and Business. Our task was to collect, verify and
archive the data. The joint team developed
sixty measures and identified seven areas of the university activities. These areas
were: candidate-student-graduate relationships, internationalization, student affairs, teaching, science, functioning of the
university and its finance. In 2014, our university developed a network application in
the form of a benchmarking table, which,
based on the principle of confidentiality of
access, enabled the systematic and simultaneous entering the data by all partner
universities. The entered data were transferred to Excel so that they could be used
for making any sheets and analyses.
The finale of the work of the PUEB's
Controlling Department was the analysis
from June 2015 based on the data entered
by the individual institutions. The analysis
included academic years from 2011/2012
to 2014/2015. Thanks to this study, each of
the universities participating in the project
could estimate the gap between their own
performance and the performance of other
universities, and what's more, see if the
experience of other universities would be
suitable to use in their own organizations
to compensate for these gaps.
The analysis also allowed to observe the
development and dynamics of each school
against the others, identify strengths and
weaknesses, confirm or deny the rationality of decisions of management, and exchange good practices in different areas of
the university activities.
The most important results
One of the results of the analysis was
estimating trends common to all universities and determining leaders in particular
areas and ranges. When it comes to trends,
all universities recorded e.g. decrease in
the number of participants of postgraduate studies and an increase in the number
of foreign students.

The leader of the Teaching area is the
Warsaw School of Economics, the leader of
the Science area is the Poznan University
of Economics and Business, the leader in
the surface area available for teachers per
1 teacher is the University of Economics
in Wroclaw, the leader in the lowest ratio
of costs of administrative processes is the
Cracow University of Economics , and the
leader in the lowest labor cost index is the
University of Economics in Katowice.
An important result of the project
was also to show the weaknesses of the
business schools in particular areas and
ranges. Some of the disturbing trends
mentioned earlier is decreasing number
of postgraduate students, the decline in
the share of revenues from paid forms of
education and income not coming from
subsidies in total revenues. Most of downward trends in the area CANDIDATESTUDENT-GRADUATE and the largest
decline in the number of library collections have been reported at the University of Economics in Katowice; the largest
falls in the area of SCIENCE and he largest
decline in the number of teachers from
foreign universities have been observed
at the Cracow University of Economics;,
the smallest surface available for teachers
attributable to 1 teacher and the biggest
drop in the number of teachers leaving
for foreign exchange have been reported
at the Warsaw School of Economics. The
University of Economics in Wroclaw recorded the lowest share of the number
of hours of active forms of education in
the total number of hours, and the lowest share of capital expenditure funded by
universities in total investment spending.
Our university has recorded the least
number of hours of teaching in foreign
languages, and the lowest number of new
courses and their participants.
Generally, such a common project can
have two effects. On the one hand, implementing the best elements from the observation of others will make all universities
very similar, causing a large homogenization of each of the centers. However, individual centers will choose their own paths
of development, based on the results of
the analysis, treating analysis rather as
a source of comparative data than a set of
instructions.
What is the most important, however, is
that the project has a future, and for each
of the participating universities it can be
a valuable tool to maintain its position in
the local market. 
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perspectives
on a plagiarism

by | Alan Freitag – Fulbright Scholar

An incident I experienced this fall term
involving a student significantly plagiarizing
a major class assignment led to a number
of fascinating and illuminating discussions
with my colleagues in the Department of
Economic Journalism and Public Relations.
Because I am a U.S. professor teaching here
under a Fulbright fellowship, I relied upon
the excellent advice of my Polish colleagues
to determine the best approach to addressing the plagiarism incident, and their counsel
was tremendously helpful in resolving the
matter satisfactorily. To protect the student’s
privacy, I will not describe the outcome, but
I will use this incident to address several important aspects of the general topic of academic integrity from the unique perspective
of a guest scholar in your university.
First, I was delighted to discover that your
university, and I presume all similarly respected universities in Poland, take the matter of
academic integrity extremely seriously, as we
do in the U.S. In my home university’s Statement of Principles regarding the issue, it is
unequivocally stated: “Academic honesty and
integrity are essential to the existence and
growth of an academic community. Without
maintenance of high standards of honesty,
members of the instructional faculty are defrauded, students are unfairly treated, and
society itself is poorly served.” University instructors are responsible, of course, for the
transmission of knowledge, but they are also
charged with upholding and instilling in their
students the highest standards of honesty.
We do this by demonstrating those values
ourselves and demanding the same from our
students. Failing to hold students to those
standards risks diminishing our societies.
I include modules on professional ethics in all my classes, and I impress upon my
students that they will have multiple levels
of responsibility to act ethically in their future professional positions. The first level
FORUM | No 17 | 2015

of responsibility is to themselves: dishonest
behavior will diminish their reputations and
damage their careers; even if their dishonesty goes undiscovered, their own sense of selfworth will be reduced, and their ethical failure will prey on their minds and hearts. They
also have an obligation to the organizations
they represent; individual breaches in integrity by employees reflect upon the organization as well. Third, they have an obligation to
refrain from dishonest activities that damage
the fabric of our society. Because I teach public relations, I add that my students (future
professionals) and I have an obligation to
protect and elevate the reputation of our discipline. It is that last level – the obligation to
my profession – that especially compels me
to demand absolute adherence to standards
of academic integrity from my students. As
I explain to them, I must prevent young men
and women who are willing to compromise
their integrity from entering my profession
of public relations lest they tarnish its fragile
and hard-won reputation. To that end, I will
not tolerate cheating of any kind in my classes and will award failing grades to students
who do not meet that standard.
Cheating on a quiz or exam is fairly easy
to detect and address, but what about plagiarism? First, what is it? How can we detect
it? How can we prevent it? Those are challenging questions, but let me provide one
point of view.
Plagiarism could be categorized as
simply cheating, but in a grander sense, it
is theft. The term actually is from a Latin
root referring to kidnapping. So a student
who plagiarizes is a thief and a liar – hardly
representative of our aims for higher education. Simply stated, plagiarism is representing someone else’s work as your own.
Of course, students and scholars regularly
borrow selectively from various sources in
our writing, but we limit what we borrow

and we properly identify and credit those
sources. It is when implicitly or explicitly the
borrowed work is claimed as one’s own. This
occurs when a student copies all or part of
a paper from Internet sources, uses a paper
written by someone else in a previous class,
buys a paper from an on-line source (yes,
this is happening in the U.S.), hires someone
to write the paper in the student’s name, or
submits a paper written primarily by a tutor
or editor. This plagiarism might be global
(the entire paper is plagiarized), patchwork
(several sources are used then patched together), or incremental (parts of an otherwise original paper are borrowed from other
sources without citation). It is generally
considered plagiarism also when a student
turns in duplicate work for credit in more
than one class (without prior authorization
from all instructors involved). In any case, it’s
cheating.
Students, though, are not inherently
aware of the concept of plagiarism, so it
falls upon instructors to educate them on
its nature and its consequences. For example, we need to explain that statements of
common knowledge need not be cited: saying that World War II ended in 1945 does
not require a source reference. However,
if a student writes in a paper that higher
education support for returning U.S. military
members following World War II led directly
to the economic prosperity of the 1950s, the
student must provide a reference for such
a claim. Early in their university experience,
students should be assertively taught that
paraphrasing or quoting a source requires
a deliberate and careful protocol to avoid
accusations of plagiarism. Even when building ideas around another person’s concepts,
opinions or theories, or when referring to
facts and statistics generated by another,
the source must be properly cited. The Internet and World Wide Web, of course, have
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introduced a far more tempting field from
which to plagiarize. Students must be made
aware that the rules applying to books and
periodicals apply with equal vigor to anything taken from a Web or Internet source.
What of the consequences of plagiarism?
There is some latitude here among professors. If a student in my class plagiarizes on an
assignment, I automatically fail the student
on that assignment. If it is a major project,
and failing the assignment means failing the
course, so be it. As I said, I have an obligation
to keep dishonest people out of my profession. My reasoning is simple: failing an assignment or even a course may be traumatic,
but if I allow this behavior to pass, and years
later this same student behaves dishonestly
on the job, it could result in firing or even
legal consequences. I need to send the message early when the consequences are less
permanent. One wonders, for example, if
a professor some years ago failed to deal
with a student’s plagiarism, and later that
student, now employed by a certain auto
manufacturer, thought it would be acceptable to manipulate the emission testing software on some vehicles.
What if the student, when faced with
an accusation of plagiarism, denies that
charge? We have an interesting process for
these occasions at my home university. If the
student disputes the accusation, he or she
can appear before a panel of faculty and student judges, who will review the case. In 18
years of teaching at my university, I have had
one instance of a student taking this option,
though the evidence of his plagiarism was
indisputable. I had told the student he would
receive a failing grade for the assignment
only, but he felt he could fare better before
the panel. To his disappointment, the panel
found the evidence compelling and suspended the student from school for two years!
If the Internet has simplified the act of

plagiarism, it has also simplified the process
of detecting plagiarism. Merely copying and
pasting passages from the suspect paper and
submitting them to browser searches generally reveals original sources. There are also
plagiarism detection software programs,
such as Turnitin.com, instructors can use.
With these programs, which can be linked
to Moodle, students submit their papers
through these detection portals, and the papers are thoroughly reviewed electronically
to reveal borrowed material (even properly
cited material). The students’ papers, in turn,
become part of the detection software data
base.
The best approach to dealing with plagiarism is to prevent it, and there are measure
we should have in place to aid in doing so.
The first step for any university is to have in
place a comprehensive policy on plagiarism
that defines it and lays out procedures and
consequences for addressing it. That policy
should be posted prominently on the institution’s website, available as a brochure for all
incoming students, and taught as a module
in early classes students take. My home university has such a policy, and you can find it
here: http://legal.uncc.edu/policies/up-407.
Further, instructors should include statements regarding academic integrity in every
course syllabus. Here’s a sample statement:
All students are required to read and
abide by the Code of Student Academic Integrity. Violations of the Code of Student
Academic Integrity, including plagiarism,
will result in disciplinary action as provided
in the Code. Definitions and examples of plagiarism are set forth in the Code. The Code
is available from the Dean of Students Office or online. Faculty may ask students to
produce identification at examinations and
may require students to demonstrate that
graded assignments completed outside of
class are their own work.

This standard should be stressed on
the first day of class. Instructors may even
engage students in a practical exercise to
explore the various types of plagiarism and
discuss preventive approaches.
Dealing with a student who has plagiarized is agonizing. It saps our time and our
energy. But more important, in my view,
than the knowledge we impart to our students are the values we impart. Honesty and
integrity must be chief among those values.
The privilege of teaching is accompanied by
the responsibility of teaching. The unfortunate situation I faced with one student this
fall here in Poznan revealed that PUE holds
the same high standard in this regard as do I.
That situation had a pleasant and useful outcome, and I’m confident the student is better
for it. As a result, perhaps a far greater consequence in the years ahead may have been
prevented.
In the interest of transparency and academic integrity, this article is based on material from the following sources:
• University of North Carolina at Charlotte Policy 407, The Code of Student
Academic Integrity (http://legal.uncc.
edu/policies/up-407)
• Suggested Standard Syllabus Policies,
Office of Legal Affairs, University of
North Carolina at Charlotte, U.S.A.
(http://legal.uncc.edu/legal-topics/
classroom-policies-and-practices/suggested-standard-syllabus-policies#ai)
• Tutorial on Academic Honesty and
Integrity, Center for Teaching and
Learning, University of North Carolina
at Charlotte, U.S.A. (http://teaching.
uncc.edu/learning-resources/articlesbooks/best-practice/academic-honesty-integrity)
• “A Primer on Plagiarism,” unpublished
course material by Dr. Paul Husselbee,
University of Southern Utah, U.S.A.
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They are
afraid

of responsibility
BY | Grzegorz Lemański
//Grzegorz Lemański: We say that today’s
students, also called people from generation Z, live in the virtual world and despite
their openness they do not understand the
real world. Do you agree with this theory?
//Jakub Jasiczak: It's quite brutal, but
in some respects very true. I don't want to
say that the generation Z is worse. It's just
different. In the context of generational
changes, much is said about young people's respect to free time, expectations of
a long holiday or addiction to social media.
For me, these are clichés.

Jakub Jasiczak

founder and CEO of the PUEB
Knowledge Transfer Company (SPV).
A graduate and researcher of the
University.
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//GL: What are the actual problems of the
young generation?
//JJ: In my opinion, the most fundamental issue is the fear of taking responsibility. People born in 1990s had everything
handed to them on a tray and because of
that they lack the will to fight. They are too
focused on security and stability. Representatives of large companies often call me
and ask why their offer is not interesting for
students. The answer is simple - great development conditions and high salaries lead
to great responsibility. Young people don't
want to take the bull by the horns. They
prefer to limit their responsibility to a minimum, even if it means lower wages.
//GL: Generation Z has also has many
advantages - openness to the world, ability to use new technology and creativity.
Can't these things be used in the economic
reality?
//JJ: Of course, these advantages are
indisputable. Therefore, during classes on
entrepreneurship I usually omit issues relating to creativity because I know that maybe
young people have a fresher outlook than
I do. The problem lies elsewhere. After
many years of working with students, I have
a drawer full of great ideas with huge business potential. They share one thing – nothing was done about them. When there was
a time to go from idea to project, I heard
only excuses - exams, vacation, work and
travel. And the ideas ended up in my drawer
instead of going to the market.
//GL: Perhaps students simply lack more
practical knowledge that would allow them

to feel confident in the market environment?
//JJ: Certainly. That's why I’ve decided
to teach entrepreneurship. But I must admit that we made a small mistake, because
we allowed people to believe that business
is safe. People who managed to enter the
market say that in order to succeed, you
need to quickly jump in at the deep end. If
we allow students to work in a sterile environment, they will go into shock when they
enter the real world.
//GL: So what is the task of SPV established at the Poznan University of Economics? Throwing young people in at the deep
end?
//JJ: In some way, yes. In this regard,
our task is simple - to develop a business
idea and turn it into a real project. Arm students with their first contacts, show them
the way, and then allow them to develop.
At some point, young people begin to hire
employees, choose co-workers and independently complete projects under the
SPV banner. And when they are ready, we
say "go out into the world."
//GL: Supporting the students is not the
only task of SPV. Let's start at the beginning – what is the essence of its functioning?
//JJ: Our slogan is "university potential, market rules." It actually describes
the whole essence of this entity. SPV is an
entity which is to improve cooperation between the University and the business and
local government. Due to the legal system
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of the University, it has been hard to carry
out effective projects side by side with
business representatives. Now, all the legal
and managerial competencies were transferred to the company, so we operate the
same way as other business entities.
//GL: Fifty-five projects were implemented last year. They were used by major
companies not only in Poznan, but all over
Poland and Europe. How did you manage
to establish this cooperation?
//JJ: First, there is an idea and we try to
get a given company interested in it. We
wonder how we can improve their functioning and then we show them a specific
project. In the beginning, these are small
things that have to prove that we are professionals. Then, we start developing business cooperation.
//GL: Who is involved in functioning of
SPV?
//JJ: Currently, we employ approx. 50
scientists from the Poznan University of
Economics and Business. They are people
who know business and are able to use

their theoretical knowledge. The second
group consists of students. They are talented people who want to develop their
potential.
//GL: How do you choose the best students?
//JJ: Selection is done on two levels.
On the one hand, we work with educators
and counsellors of scientific associations,
who tell us about people with the greatest potential. On the other hand, we go
to lectures, talk about our business and
encourage activity. Those who come to us
are chosen automatically
//GL: The ability to test yourself in the
economic reality, expand your resume and
start your own business. All this surely
makes students very interested in working
with you?
//JJ: To this date, SPV has cooperated
with approx. 100 students. Considering
the total number of our university's students, it is not a huge number, but in my
opinion, satisfactory. The number of interested students was obviously higher, but

most students just came to present their
ideas. They resigned at the first stage
when they were asked about differentiators, target group, competition and business model. We need to remember that
the road from an idea to the project is not
easy and requires a bit of work, and it often deters students.
//GL: Coming back to the fear that blocks
activity of the young generation - are there
any tools that help to get rid of it?
//JJ: In my opinion, a better use of studies is the recipe for success. Five years is
a sufficient time to learn everything. I'm
not only talking about book knowledge,
but also about personal development.
Membership in scientific associations and
student organizations, participation in student exchange programs - it all builds our
confidence step by step. This confidence
helps us get rid of the fear of failure. For
many, studies mean "beer, chips and DivXs." And that's not the point. In five years,
you can set up two startups and lead them
to bankruptcy. That is what studying is all
about! 
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we created
a solid base

by | dr hab. Jacek Trębecki

An interview with dr. hab. Cezary Kochalski – Vice-Rector for Strategy and
Development
//JT: These are the last months for you as
vice-rector. A good time to take stock and ask
yourself a question about personal balance.
Was it worth it?
//Cezary Kochalski: For the record, I was
Vice-Rector for Strategy and Development for
four years. Before, I had been rector's proxy
for strategy for four years. Of course, these
functions made me sacrifice my time for scientific development and family life. But it was an
amazing experience, far greater opportunities
to meet new people and to learn something
new about the people I met from another perspective. But the most important is the feeling
that I have done something for the university.
//JT: And what are the greatest achievements
of Vice-Rector for Strategy and Development?
//CK: It is hard to say. To be honest, I would
like to explicitly point out that achievements
of Vice-Rector for Strategy and Development
are the result of work of many people, both
people who report to me and people involved
in supervision of certain areas of the institution, which required cooperation with the rectors, chancellor and the bursar. If we say that
we have any achievements, we owe them to
many people.
Many people have a material contribution
to the monument of this term of office-the
new ECES building. I supervised the project
team during the implementation of this
project. The satisfaction is great considering that a few years ago people said that the
building would lead us into a financial abyss
and that we would be unable to complete it
and that it would remain half-empty. It turns
out that the building can be completed in the
scheduled time and that we can settle our expenses and make the building work for us. The
second most important achievement is surviving the demographic low and the time of high
instability relatively unscathed. There was not
any dramatic financial collapse, mass layoffs
FORUM | No 17 | 2015

or reduction in the number of candidates. It is
mostly thanks to marketing activities related
to fundraising and controlling.
The third important element is the professionalization of many processes at the
university. I mentioned earlier about marketing, but it also intensifying cooperation with
the business on the basis of mutual benefit.
The Partner Club contributed greatly to this
cooperation as it allows as organizing events
conferences and concerts at no cost. Many
employees do not know it, and they even think
that we finance them directly from the budget
of the university.
This area also includes the efficiency of
the mechanism to raise funds. After all, we
did manage to raise a total of about 90 million, and maintain high efficiency in obtaining
funds. Administrative solutions are of great
importance. My function involves development of the strategy, but above all, tools to
monitor progress of its implementation. Periodic reports and permanent work of the Controlling Department allows introducing new
standards in the management of the university. We were indeed the first university that
established such a department. Today, many
universities take it for granted.
//JT: However, we have heard some negative
opinions about the professionalization of the
university.
//CK: The most important thing is that we
did not make no fundamental error. Of course,
listening to these opinion, you can get the impression that there was no stronger emphasis
on the last word that make up the acronym
PRESTIGE. We lacked a little bit of kindness.
Recently conducted risk analysis showed
how important is. This is a difficult and quite
burdensome procedure for the participating
entities. Were there any negative opinions? It
would have been different if the ladies running
the procedure had showed some kindness,

sympathy and understanding. Perhaps, on our
way to professionalization, we have lost some
of our community spirit.
//JT: But we strengthened the spirit of bureaucracy.
//CK: It is true that the bureaucracy is
one of the most common things to complain
about. However, I am under the impression
that this has been exaggerated a little bit. We
have no financial problems, we have less fear
of demographic decline and the effects of recruitment, so we keep complaining about bureaucracy. But bureaucracy is not our biggest
problem. Would we have 10% more exams for
promotion, students and conferences if we reduced bureaucracy by 10%? The bureaucracy
has become the main bugbear and perhaps
a grateful excuse. It is also worth noting that
the bureaucracy is mostly associated with the
growing demands from the outside, both from
the ministry and institutions awarding grants.
We operate in a system that constantly requires from us reports and guidelines within
NQF. We are a public institution with all the
consequences of this fact. It is worth noting
that in the case when we lack market regulations, we need our own regulatory mechanisms. These internal regulations are considered bureaucracy. We need to be clear about
this: we cannot avoid bureaucracy. We can
only try to make it more bearable.
//JT: But we could do something with the
heaviest responsibilities like continuous
reporting on the same results, following
changing internal procedures and the need
to do things that could be easily done by an
efficient electronic system.
//CK: Not everything can be changed at
once. Our electronic system is continually
improved. Probably not everyone knows that
today we use several independent systems. An
example of a step towards integrated report-
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ing is a system for collecting scientific achievements, which slowly becomes a source of data
used for other evaluations. The answer to the
problems of the regulations is that behind every regulation there is a person who takes care
of it. Contact data of these people are available and those interested in the details of the
changes can go directly to them.
//JT: The name of the function of Vice-Rector
will no longer include a word strategy. Is it
a dead end?
//CK: It is no coincidence that I considered
development of strategies one of the most
important elements of the professionalization
of the University. Not everyone knows that
drawing up a strategy is a legal requirement
for state universities. Each audit, inspection
and accreditation begins with the question
about strategy. But we did not want to develop our strategy just to meet legal requirements. The strategy has become an effective
tool for monitoring the state of the university.
Thanks to it we know where we are, in what
direction we are going and what is important.
It allows us to quickly detect threats.

But some of them did not attract interest. Perhaps it was because of lack of information or
the staff had a sense that this was an additional
expense for the University.
//JT: And what legacy will the next vice-rector
receive?
//CK: First of all, a fairly efficient system
for measuring the achievements of our university and great marketing. I've even heard
opinions that our marketing is better than
the reality. Additionally, good relations with
the business environment and fund raising.
Generally, the elements associated with efficiency.
//JT: Any warnings?
//CK: PFirst of all, caution. When I was describing our achievements, I said that that we

survived the biggest threats. But we are not
out of the woods yet. These threats are not
gone; the demographic and other changes in
the environment are still present in the background of our efforts. For many recent years,
we have not experienced a situation in which
the subsidy would be reduced, the number of
candidates would decrease or we would suffer
some unexpected losses. The fact that we succeeded and that our image is quite good can
lull us into false sense of security. Things could
change any moment.
Benchmarking projects show that other
business schools constantly change and adjust.
Our leadership is not forever. The race is on.
A moment of carelessness can put us behind.
Not broke away from the bunch, it can still
catch up with us. But I believe in the potential
of our university. 

//JT: However, this strategy indeed describes
what the university is, but it doesn't say much
the direction in which it should go.
//CK: It's true, the strategy does not answer the fundamental question of what the
University of Economics should be. But it's
done on purpose. At the time of its formulation, we had many unknowns. Developing
the strategy based on unreliable data and too
many variables that were beyond our control
was a big risk. It was, or still is, a more reactive
strategy that allows to react to changes. I call it
strategy with lowercase "s". I think that it has
fulfilled its role.
//JT: So what should the University of Economics be?
//CK: This is a fundamental question. For
now, we operate in a contradiction. On the
one hand, we cultivate the liberal ideals of
the university and on the other, we want
to be enterprising. It results in a lot of tension and uncertainty characteristic for the
transitional period. I personally think that
the university should be enterprising, but
it should not be the enterprise university.
So, we cannot be an education business. We
cannot have so short-term plans and be so
focused on profit.
//JT: According to visualization of our strategy,
the university was like home. However, a lot of
employees, mostly administrative, could not
find their place in this home.
//CK: We undertook integration activitiesconcerts, picnics, meetings and cultural events.

Our leadership is not forever. The race
is on.
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Economics

expressed in posters
by | dr hab. Jacek Trębecki

Seven editions, two hundred works and several hundred participants-this is a
current balance of a joint initiative of the Poznan University of Economics and
Business and the University of Arts in Poznan.

It all started seven years ago with an
unusual seminar held at the University of
Arts. It was unusual because of the fact
that one of the speakers was prof. ASP
Eugeniusz Skorwider and the second one
was an economist prof. UEP Piotr Banaszyk. Originally, the seminar was supposed to introduce the future artists to
economic mechanisms and show them
that the economy can be a source of inspiration other than financial.
The two originators very quickly came
to the conclusion that the best convention
will be the one in which first an economist

speaks about an economic principle or
law and then the artists try to express it in
a poster. The idea proved to be so effective
and the work so interesting that it was decided to expand the convention of the seminar. In 2011, the then vice-rector of the University of Economics in Poznan, prof. Piotr
Banaszyk, and the vice-rector of the University of Arts in Poznan, prof. Jacek Jagielski,
developed initiative of inter-cooperation,
which is reflected in cyclical competitions
and exhibitions of artwork of the poster design studio UAP headed by prof. Eugeniusz
Skorwider.

The effect is the 7th edition of competitions and exhibitions which have covered
the following topics: the value in economics
and art, let's take a look at economics, head
and foot (2012), the crisis in the economy
and the arts, arm-wrestling - visible hand
of the manager or the invisible hand of the
market, good common pool, i.e. the paradox
of freedom. The effects of our most recent
contest can be seen in the building of the
Educational Centre of Electronic Services.
The contest concerned the paradoxes of
the market, i.e. is why water is cheaper than
diamonds. 
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The theatre
needs economists
BY | Grzegorz Lemański

//Grzegorz Lemański: 20 years ago you
graduated from the Poznan University of
Economics. Did you expect back then that
you would manage an institution like Teatr
Polski?
//Marcin Kowalski: Absolutely not! The
time that passed has been full of surprises. If
twenty years ago someone had told me that
I would be the director of a theater, I would
have called him/her crazy.
//GL: Surely, you had some plans for the
future. What were they related to?
//MK: From the beginning, I was convinced that I would be a scientist. After graduation, I stayed at the Academy of Econom-

Marcin Kowalski

Director of Teatr Polski in Poznan,
a graduate of the Poznan University
of Economics, assistant at the
Department of Microeconomics.
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ics and started working at the Department
of Microeconomics with prof. Rekowski.
Especially didactic work seemed very interesting. Perhaps I extended a student life this
way. I’ve always taught microeconomics, so
I had contact with the youngest students.
//GL: At some point, this peaceful professional life turned upside down. And it was all
caused by Teatr Polski in Poznan.
//MK: In 2000, the theater underwent
some management and organizational
changes. One of my colleagues, also an employee of the Academy of Economics, called
me and asked if I wanted to help in the reorganization of the theater. At first, I thought
he was joking; after all, I had not had anything to do with this institution before! But
then I thought about it and I decided to try
something new in my life.
//GL: The job interview must have been the
first novelty.
//MK: Exactly! Until then, I had never
participated in something like that. After
graduation, I was offered a job at the University and I immediately started work. During the recruitment process in the theater,
we had to talk to president himself. My vision of the interview had been quite stereotypical - old man would ask me specific
questions related to financial activity, which
I had nothing to with back then. Imagine my
surprise when I entered the theater and saw
two guys not much older than me.
//GL: How did it happen that you were chosen from among dozens of candidates?
//MK: I’ve been thinking about it for
many years. During the interview, I spoke
mainly about things I would not do. I would
not leave the University, would not see my

future in the theater future and would not
be disposable. After leaving the room, I was
convinced that I would not get this job. Imagine my surprise when two days later I got
a call inviting me to work. It turned out that
the then presidents of Teatr Polski had been
looking for people with fresh thinking, devoid of clichés and bad habits.
//GL: Time has shown that you told a small
lie during your interview. In the end, you did
say goodbye to the University.
//MK: At first, I tried to combine an
academic career with work in the theater.
I didn’t however have enough time and so
decided to get rid of some responsibilities.
First, I resigned from cooperation with private universities, putting the Academy of
Economics in the first place. But I ran out of
time and energy to defend a doctoral thesis.
That was the ultimate farewell to the academic career, which, in retrospect, I regret
a little.
//GL: What was your first clash with the
economic reality like? Did knowledge gained
during your student days turn out to be
useful?
//MK: I've never treated University as
a place which was supposed to give me
practical knowledge. I have always believed
that studies should offer theoretical foundation. Certainly, what we hear in the classroom does not automatically translate into
economic practice. I will, however, defend
the thesis that theoretical knowledge is not
useless. Of course, at work, I do not draw
charts of the intersection of supply and demand, but I encounter issues related to, for
example, elasticity of demand on a regular
basis. It is very similar when it comes to
knowledge of business management, organ-
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izational structure, management accounting
and law.

atmosphere and give them the confidence
that you are not going to hurt them.

//GL: The University of Economics does not
seem to be the right place to learn how to
manage a theater. Usually, when we think
about management, we think about big
business and cultural institution seems to be
a specific subject.
//MK: There's no doubt that managing
a corporation is different from managing
a theater. The main difference is the fact
that most of the budget of the institutions
of culture comes from the city. Thanks to
this, you need not wonder everyday how
you are going to survive. There is also another difference I’ve noticed. During our
studies, we hear that the most important
goal of the company is to maximize profit.
In the theater, the goal is completely different. Of course, we must always consider the
budget, but making money is a secondary
goal. The mission of the theater as a cultural
institution is the most important.

//GL: Does this group need a true economist?
//MK: In my opinion, yes. Theater is not
just a show, but also the entire facility you
need to take care of. In my work, I primarily use my knowledge of economics and
management. Knowledge of the theater’s
functioning is obviously needed, but in my
opinion, it is easier to do this job if you have
an economic background than if you completed, for example, cultural studies.

//GL: How does a man with a scientific mind
cope with being surrounded by humanists
and artistic souls?
//MK: I recommend this experience to
everyone. Personally, I admire their work.
It is very emotional and it must move the
audience. However, after the play, you need
to get out of the role you played and return
to normal life. This sensibility also translates
into relationships at work. These people are
very delicate, so you need to create a family

//GL: You mentioned that the theater is not
just a show. How many people are involved
in the work of the theater on everyday
basis?
//MK: Taking into consideration the
show, the audience actually sees the tip of
the iceberg. Suffice it to say that Teatr Polski
employs 67 people, of which only 17 are the
actors. The remaining 50 people work in the
shadow for the success of the theater. Back
Office is not particularly complex, because
the finance department consists of only four
people. But we have a whole team of people
responsible for production design, make up
and marketing.
//GL: Former director of Teatr Polski combined the function of chief executive officer
and art director. Haven’t you had similar
ambitions?
//MK: Absolutely not. The reason is sim-
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ple - I do not have sufficient knowledge
about it. From the beginning, I ran with
the idea that I would be responsible only
for management issues and Maciej Nowak
would take care of all the artistic matters.
Each of us has his share, though in many
respects, we work together. I think we get
along great.
//GL: Over the next three years, the fate
of Teatr Polski will be in your hands. What
changes await this institution?
//MK: My mission is simple - I would like
to restore the good image of the theater and
encourage residents of Poznań to visit it.
For some time now, there has been a little
war between Teatr Polski and Teatr Nowy in
the consciousness of Poznan inhabitants. In
my opinion, there is a place for both theaters in the city. Another issue is the need to
redefine the values of the theater. On the
wall, we can see an inscription "Nation to
nation." In times of partitions, the message
was clear, but today we have to give it a new
meaning.
//GL: In 20 years, you went from a student
to the director of the Teatr Polski. Will you
share your recipe for success with students?
//MK: There is not one recipe. My
path shows how much in life depends on
a chance. For students, I have but one piece
of advice - do not be afraid of taking risks.
Try new ideas, even the ones that seem ridiculous. Sometimes, you can find your way
in life in them. 

ploys 67 people, of
Suffice it to say that Teatr Polski em
maining 50 people
which only 17 are the actors. The re
the theater.
work in the shadow for the success of
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Above
the Clouds

BY | dr hab. Lilianna Nowak
//Lilianna Nowak: You come from different parts of Poland. How did your paths
cross and how did you start your journey
together?
//Katarzyna Jarzynowska: We met on
an internet portal where you can share
your artwork. We both uploaded artistic
photos. Nikodem’s landscapes really inspired me and I decided to comment on
them. Since then we began our phone
calls, e-mails and letters. It turned out
that we have a lot in common. Speaking over the Internet allowed for certain
immediacy – we shared secrets, without
judging each other. That brought us even
closer. After more than two years, we
decided to meet. From that moment we
share our passions..
//LN: You are students of many passions.
//Nikodem Jacuk: We strive to get the
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most out of our spare time. In addition
to concerts, rehearsals and working on
music, which absorb most of our time, we
do a lot of traveling. We also photograph
events.
We are the authors of a travel blog
(www.taniepodroze.info). In schools,
universities, and companies we conduct
lectures about how to travel cheaply. This
area of work is a source of great satisfaction. We try to promote the idea that
learning about the world is an adventure,
which everybody can afford, regardless of
financial capabilities.
Event photography (“Poetry of Photography") is another realization of passion in practice. It happens to sometimes
interfere with concerts, but - so far - we
manage to do both. Recently, we had the
idea to combine a photograph session
(eg. wedding) with a poetry mini-recital

during the wedding ceremony. The first
attempts were quite successful.
//LN: "The duo takes two." How was the
duet "Above the Clouds" created?
//KJ: The idea of making music together was born more than two years
ago. The impulse was a charity concert,
meant to finance a medical operation, for
a friend from Nikodem’s college. This is
where we played three songs that the audience liked so much that we decided to
take it a step further. We have expanded
our repertoire of music. We drew inspiration from the music and poems of different authors, making our music evolve.
Nikodem initially studied in Opole, making it difficult to meet and work on the
duet, but we managed to survive that
time. Now, when we're both in Poznan, it
is much easier to face organizational and
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formal aspects of the projects undertaken, which has positive outcomes for our
work.
//LN: What was the inspiration for the
name of the duo?
//KJ: Poetry takes us in a slightly different reality. Of course, much depends
on one’s sensitivity or a particular song.
It is thanks to poetry that rises above the
clouds, and even higher.... In addition,
aviation is Nikodem’s passion, our travels... basically everything that the name
invokes. Besides, we still have our heads
in the clouds.
//LN: Why did you choose sung poetry?
//NJ: Sung poetry is music that fits us
- our music taste, sensibility. This music
has been close to our hearts since childhood. Music broadcast on the radio, television, the Internet is-putting it mildlyuncomfortable. One gets the impression
that the text is nothing, and the music
was composed to a completely different
song. Music has to convey emotions, talk
about experience and be harmonious, to
be so-called "medicine for the soul". We
do not deny any musical genre. We also
sometimes listen to jazz or rock. However, we both find ourselves among the
lyrical poems, with a delicate guitar accompaniment. During our last concert
we were accompanied by a violinist -

Remigiusz Makowski. This trio allowed
us to fully experience the beauty of true
poetry, which leads to thoughts, dreams
and longing ...
//LN: What do you think about the
sensitivity of Poles to poetry and sung
poetry?
//NJ: It's debatable. Looking at the
audience that comes to our concerts - it
seems sometimes that sung poetry is an
acquired taste- it comes with age. Mature
people form the majority of the audience.
Certainly, years of personal and professional experience create a need to reflect
on the past, present and future.
More and more often, however, we
hear from people our age and a little older, that what we do is encouraging. Also,
young people see sense in what we do. It
is very important to us, because we would
like young people, who are the foundation of society, to also show sensitivity.
A lot of people come to our concerts;
our record „Dwa kolory” did well. That
gives us reason to think that Poles have
a huge amount of sensitivity, but it is often
suppressed by every day, mundane tasks.
//LN: "Above the Clouds" gives concerts
and records albums. What about studies? How do you manage to combine
these two different areas of activity and
development?
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//KJ: Nikodem studies management
at the Poznan University of Economics
and Business. Hence the management of
free time, organizing concerts and exams
is much easier. Travel related to concerts
or returning to family homes are often
associated with many hours spent on
trains. This is time that should be spent
on studying or work on projects. The first
years of college were difficult. Now, we
are better at organizing time for learning,
writing our theses and combining this
with our passion, which is our job. We
can focus on it on weekends; our studies
do not limit us.
//LN: What are your plans for the future?
Will it be more connected to the profile
of your studies or reaching out over the
horizon - "Above the Clouds"?
//KJ: Our big dream is to combine the
two. If we could find a job in our profession, and also still indulge in activities related to sung poetry, it would be an ideal
solution. We cannot imagine life without
music! One thing is certain - we still plan
on developing, touring and creating new
songs. If we happen to find inspiring work
- it will be a fulfillment of our dreams.
//LN: I would like to thank you for this
meeting and for your concerts which can
make people truly rise Above the Clouds. 

Nikodem T. Jacuk

Katarzyna Jarzynowska

A student at the Poznan University
of Economics and Business
(Management, specializing in airport
management). He comes from
Bystrzyca Kłodzka. Photojournalist for
Gazeta Wyborcza and international
photo agencies. Plays guitar in Above
the Clouds, which is another passion
of his.

A student at the University of Life
Sciences in Poznan. She comes from
Wielka Kołuda (near Inowrocław).
For over two years she has been
preforming on many stages
throughout Poland and fulfilling her
dream of singing for the general
public in a duet Above the Clouds.
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THE MOST
technical sports discipline in the world
BY | Grzegorz Lemański

Interview with Mateusz Riliszkis, a javelin thrower, Polish academic champion,
student of the Poznan University of Economics and Business.

//Grzegorz Lemański: For several years
now, you've been one of the best javelin throwers of the young generation in
Poland. How did your adventure with
javelin throwing begin?
//Marcin Riliszkis: The first time I took
a javelin in my hand was in the sixth grade
of primary school. I was a student of
a sports class, so I had the opportunity to
try a variety of disciplines. One of them
was javelin throwing. Despite a difficult
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beginning, the coaches saw potential in me
and helped me excel in this discipline. But
if someone had said back then that I would
be a javelin thrower for the next 10 years,
I would have considered it a bad joke.
//GL: At what point did you feel that it
was not only children's adventure, but
the beginning of a sports career?
//MR: I guess it was in high school
when I met a professional coach, Ce-

zary Wojna. In fact, he showed me what
this discipline was all about. From that
moment, I had the opportunity to go to
sports camps and meet people with similar interests to mine. It started to get serious.
//GL: Do you need special abilities to
practice this discipline?
//MR: Certainly, the most important are speed, strength and dyna-
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mism. Throwing the javelin is also much
more efficient when you’re limber and
stretched. Physical characteristics, however, are only half the battle. The second
part is in your head - patience, consistency and the ability to master throwing
techniques.
//GL: Techniques? It’s hard to call javelin throwing a technical sport.
//MR: From the viewer’s perspective it can actually look unchallenging
<laughs>. Javelin throwing is, however,
one of the most technically-demanding
athletic disciplines. I guess it is comparable only to pole vaulting. Without proper
techniques, long throws are virtually impossible
//GL: Can you describe it visually in
some way?
//MR: I compare the throwing technique to archery. Proper position of the
body creates muscle tension, which resembles a bow string. At the moment of
throwing, the javelin behaves like an arrow fired into the sky.
//GL: Dynamics, speed, strength,
flexibility, technique – that’s a lot of
elements. How do you train to improve
each of them?
//MR: - The most important thing is
to master throwing technique. Without
this, it is impossible to achieve good results. That can quickly discourage athletes. Then, there is a comprehensive,
multi-physical training. Jogs help us improve the dynamics of the run and exercises typical for long jumpers develop
body flexibility and jumping ability. We
also work out in the gym as all our muscles work during the throw. We focus
primarily on strengthening the quadriceps of the thighs, the abdomen, the
back, shoulders and elbows. On the one
hand, it is all about increasing strength,
on the other hand, about avoiding injuries. Javelin throwing leads to heavy
physical strains.
//GL: TTrainings are not your entire
life, however. In addition to playing

sports, you also study at the Poznan
University of Economics and Business.
Is this a common combination among
athletes?
//MR: There is a certain stereotype
that athletes do not think about education and barely graduate from high school.
Meanwhile, many people combine daily
workouts with studies or even professional work. In my case, only the field of study
may be surprising, I think. Most of my colleagues chose AWF, but for me economics
proved to be the more interesting.
//GL: Do you see your future in economics? Or is it more like protection if
sports don’t work out?
//MR: At this point, studies are my
"Plan A" and javelin is more of an escape
from everyday life. Unfortunately, my
youthful dreams of going to the Olympic Games have failed, so I need to think
about a regular profession.
//GL: You have many achievements
under your belt. Which of these are you
most proud of?
//MR: My sporting ambition certainly went beyond the results I have
achieved. However, I remember 2014,
when I won the gold medal at the Polish
Academic Championships in Bialystok.
It's my hometown, so the joy of victory
was doubled.
//GL: It’s hard to find successful javelin
throwers in the history of Polish athletics. Do you have any idea why?
//MR: It’s true. For decades, Poles
failed to bring medals from large senior events. There were a few promising
javelin throwers, but many of them had
to resign due to injuries. Unfortunately,
this discipline causes many injuries. In
this case, saying that sport is healthy
doesn’t stack up. Some people also had
to give up due to financial reasons.
//GL: I understand that the javelin
throwing is not a discipline that allows
you to live high on the hog?
//MR: JIf you are one of world champions and bring medals from the biggest

events, finances should not be a problem.
But to get to this level, you need to train
for many years and go to training camps
and foreign competitions. And that's not
cheap. Athletics, unfortunately, has become a niche sport, and it is increasingly
difficult to obtain sponsors. Especially in
such a discipline as the javelin which is
not very popular in the Polish media due
to the lack of accomplishments. It’s a vicious circle.
//GL: That is a sad thought.
//MR: It's reality. The biggest support are scholarships offered either by
universities, sports clubs or city mayors.
That is not a lot of money, but every bit
counts.
//GL: What does the future of Polish
javelin throwers look like?
//MR: It’s bright! We have many talented athletes who have already been
successful at international junior events.
If their careers continue to grow as dynamically as before, medals will only be
a matter of time.
//GL: And what are your plans for the
immediate future?
//MR: I'll be very happy if I can break
my personal record this season. The next
opportunity will be at the beginning of
June. A color of medal? This is a secondary matter.
//GL: Your sports career have lasted for
ten years now. Have you had moments
of doubt, when you wanted to end this
adventure?
//MR: Of course! At the beginning,
it was easy to win competitions and it
was a lot of fun. However, over time it
got more and more difficult to win. I had
train a lot and it led to doubt and discouragement. But I've always had good
people around me and they helped me.
My javelin throwing adventure could
have ended practically at the beginning.
At one of the first trainings I almost I hit
my physical education teacher with the
javelin (laughs). 
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The royal
game

bY | Grzegorz Lemański

Interview with Klaudia Kulon, chess player, gold medalist of the Academic
World Championships and the World Junior Championships, student of PUEB.
//GL: Chess is a game that many people
associate with the school common room
or physical education classes. Playing
it professionally is rare. How did your
adventure with this sport begin?
//Klaudia Kulon: Quite accidentally. My
dad is an amateur player and he showed
me what this sport was all about. I really
liked it. Then I went to primary school in
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which there was a chess association and
my mother signed me in. And here we are.
//GL: Speed is important for runners and
technique and team work matter for
football players. And what qualities are
important for chess players?
//KK: First of all, mental qualities,
such as logical thinking or concentration.

Physical conditions are not particularly
important. Certainly, chess improves
memory and teaches decision-making.
Therefore, more and more schools introduce the program "Education through
chess," which shapes positive attributes
useful in life.
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//GL: You see many positives, but interest
in chess is probably not particularly widespread? It's hard to call it a media sport.
//KK: It is true; few people are excited
about professional competitions, specificity of this discipline. The level of complexity and playing time does not allow it to be
broadcast. But I disagree that the interest is
low. Studies show that chess is the second
most commonly practiced sports discipline
in Poland! This is caused mainly by the fact
that skills gained during chess training allow better functioning in everyday life.

//GL: You have been playing for nearly
15 years. What is your greatest achievement?
//KK: I am proud of the first gold medal
won at the Junior World Championships in
the category of girls under the age of 12. It
was a turning point in my career. I proved
to myself that I do have some potential and
skills. Another fond memory is a gold medal
won at the Academic World Championships of 2014. In fact, it was a confirmation that my career had gone in the right
direction.

//GL: You are the best evidence, as you
manage to combine playing chess with
studies at the University. Does playing
this sport help with learning?
//KK: Definitely! Concentration, memory, logical thinking – these are characteristics useful both in chess and learning.
Thanks to chess, it is a lot easier for me
to master a lot of material, which can also
save valuable time.

//GL: We mentioned that chess is not
a media sport. Does playing at an appropriate level allow to make a living?
//KK: Yes, if you are one of the world’s
best players. To get there, however, you

need extraordinary skills and some luck.
Therefore, I see my future in chess not
only as a player but also as a coach. Since
2011, I am a licensed instructor of chess
and I have been teaching for three years.
//GL: What are your plans for the coming months?
//KK: I am currently preparing for the
Academic World Championships, which
will be held in the United Arab Emirates.
I will be there to defend the champion title, so I need to play well. After I return,
I would like to catch up with my studies and focus on the University. Therefore, I plan other torunaments for the
holidays.

//GL: You probably don't have much free
time. It is difficult to combine studies with
playing chess?
//KK: It is not easy. Daily trainings and
going to competitions make it quite difficult. A large number of absences does not
help. Fortunately, the University authorities look favorably on my additional interest, so I have the opportunity to develop at
both chess and studies.
//GL: Amateur players listen to their
intuition and do not think about elaborate
schemes. What does it look like for a professional player?
//KK: Intuition is of course important,
but a match of chess is primarily the result
of previous training and the ability to use
the developed schemes. Each game consists of three phases: the opening, the middle game and the endgame. Chess training
is all about improvement of each of these
elements by watching the games played
by the world's top players and the use of
available literature.
//GL: How many moves are you able to
plan and predict?
//KK: It's hard to give specific numbers.
Each game is completely different and that
is its beauty. But highest level players are
able to calculate the possibilities of even
fifteen moves. It all depends, of course, on
the level of complexity of the whole game
and the current position.

gical thinking
Concentration, memory, slouseful both in
– these are characteristic
chess and learning.
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New publications
Jakość żywności, głównie jej walory sensoryczne, liczyły się „od zawsze” [...].
W problematykę tę wbudowuje się zainteresowanie Autora smakiem gorzkim
i podjęty temat badawczy, dotyczący próby naukowego rozpoznania determinantów smaku gorzkiego w kształtowaniu jakości żywności.
W pracy podjęto bardzo aktualny temat, który został dobrze uzasadniony w oparciu o dokonany przegląd literatury, uwzględniający najnowsze artykuły z nim związane. Przedstawiono ważne wyniki badań dotyczące chemicznych nośników smaku
gorzkiego obecnych w wielu produktach spożywczych wraz z naukowymi podstawami procesu jego odczuwania przez konsumentów [...]. Szczególnie ważną
i wartościową częścią monografii są przedstawione wyniki badań własnych Autora
dotąd niepublikowane, a dotyczące praktycznego prognozowania i modelowania
intensywności smaku gorzkiego, uwzględniające szereg grup związków chemicznych, naturalnie występujących lub wprowadzanych jako substancje dodatkowe
w różnych wyrobach znajdujących się na rynku. Poza naukową wartością oceniana
monografia charakteryzuje się dużym znaczeniem praktycznym, które może prowadzić do zapewnienia satysfakcji konsumenckiej poprzez wygenerowaną, odpowiednią jakość i bezpieczeństwo zdrowotne dużej grupy wyrobów na rynku.

DARIUSZ KIKUT-LIGAJ

Smak gorzki
w kształtowaniu
jakości żywności

Z recenzji wydawniczej prof. dra hab. Stefana Smoczyńskiego

Smak jest podstawowym determinantem jakości żywności. Szczególną rolę w relacjach konsumenta z żywnością odgrywa smak gorzki. Konsument na ogół wyraża tradycyjną niechęć do substancji intensywnie gorzkich, które kojarzą się z ich
ewentualną toksycznością lub innymi wadami jakościowymi. Percepcja smaku gorzkiego może być również odbierana pozytywnie jako charakterystyczna dla takich
produktów, jak herbata, kawa, kakao, niektóre wina i napoje alkoholowe. Może
również wynikać z zawartości w produktach substancji bioaktywnych, bardzo wartościowych w żywieniu człowieka. Praca podejmuje istotną problematykę badawczą i wypełnia lukę w tym obszarze wiedzy.
Oceniając wysoko merytoryczną wartość monografii, chciałbym podkreślić wagę
podjętej problematyki smaku gorzkiego w kształtowaniu jakości żywności, przedstawienie aktualnego stanu wiedzy na ten temat i przeprowadzenie badań o dużym
znaczeniu poznawczym i praktycznym.
Z recenzji wydawniczej prof. dra hab. Władysława Kędziora

Dariusz Kikut-Ligat
A bitter taste in developing the quality of food

Hanna Śmigielska
Innovative food products containing fortified starch on the functional foods market

A bitter taste of luxury
Bitterness has always been associated with something worse, inferior and uncomfortable. However, as the author demonstrates, the
bitterness can be a taste complementing the palette of sensory experiences. What’s more, fighting a bitter taste by the use of sweeteners
and taste-masking substances can have serious health consequences,
far worse than momentary feeling of bitter discomfort.
Unpleasant reputation of bitter taste comes from evolutionary
role. Sweet is undoubtedly the highest in the hierarchy of human taste.
It activates the brain's reward centers because of the promise of fresh
and energetic food. That is why it is so difficult to resist the temptation
of cakes and sweets. The second favorite taste is umami indicating the
presence of animal protein which is a source of valuable energy. It's this
taste that makes the smells of grilled pork and chips so enticing. A salty
taste, in turn, informs about the presence of valuable minerals. Similarly
a sour taste, although this one is also a warning against eating some of
the fruits. A bitter taste is clearly a warning signal for the human brain.
It is characteristic for, among others, fruits that are not suitable to eat.
This property of bitterness is used by numerous species of
plants and animals for defense - it is a guarantee of immunity
from predators and herbivores. Interestingly, plants which have
evolved such defense mechanisms fall prey to insects, which take
over their methods themselves - by devouring plants they become
inedible for their own oppressors. Such relationship exists between, among others, popular potato and potato beetle - larvae
are protected against most of insectivorous birds.
In the course of cultural evolution, people's attitudes to the bitter taste have also evolved. Bitterness has become a determinant
of positive sensations. Tint bitterness of the tannins is a valuable
component of fine wines. A bitter taste can be a valued component
of the taste of chocolate, cocoa and coffee.
Paradoxically, a bitter taste has also become the determinant
of natural food.
The role of a bitter taste is beyond standard assessment and
progress of research may result in disappearing expressions like bitter
fate, bitter complaints and the bitterness of defeat from our language.

A balanced diet, supplements and healthy food are topics
that recently appear in the media more and more often. The contemporary consumers are people who, if they can afford it, care
about their health.
Many how-to publications provide general knowledge of how
to do it for the benefit of our bodies. However, to fully satisfy
the hunger for information and understand the food market, including functional foods, we need to reach for publications containing more detailed analyses of the problem. They help us understand how commodity science and chemistry developed and
how strongly they support other areas of our lives. Functional
foods supply an appropriate amount of calories and necessary
micro- and macro elements, including those which do not naturally occur in individual products. If iodization of salt were made
mandatory many years ago, it would it possible to eliminate the
occurrence of endemic goiter in Poland. Although this problem
less concerned groups living by the Baltic Sea, the positive effects and evidence on the effectiveness of food fortification are
undeniable and illustrate what can be expected from functional
food in the future.
Hanna Śmigielska’s "Innovative food products containing
fortified starch on the functional foods market " is obviously not
a guide but a scientific publication. The reader will find answers
to the questions: how to understand the definition of functional
foods? What are the regulations in selected European countries? How does the Polish market of functional foods compare
to other European countries, the USA, China or Japan? Although
this book it is not devoid of general information about the market of functional foods, its main value is information on ways of
providing essential nutrients to the body. The bioavailability of
a substance determines to a large extent the efficiency and effectiveness of the adopted solutions. And while reading about
the bioavailability or adsorption of iron, zinc and copper ions
may seem hermetic and addressed to a narrow circle of readers,
it may also be interesting for those wondering what the market
of products enhancing our health looks like.

dr hab. Jacek Trębecki

dr hab. Waldemar Rydzak
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